
From: Gliss Ando glissbtc@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Banx

Date: 13 October 2015 at 17:27
To: Mark Lyford mark@lyfordoffice.com

Yes, that is correct.

On Tue, Oct 13, 2015 at 11:59 AM, Mark Lyford <mark@lyfordoffice.com> wrote:
ok Gliss thanks. 

And can you confirm that this decision is not in any wya directly linked to this troll stuff we have been suffering? 

Obviously he is making CMC part of the headline and twisting it to try and make me look very bad.

I would appreciate clarification

Regards

Mark Lyford
CEO, The Lyford Group
p:(+44) 01530 215015 | e:mark@marklyford.com | w:http://MarkLyford.com

On 13 Oct 2015, at 16:40, Gliss Ando <glissbtc@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Mark,

I'm sorry to see that article.  I have no involvement with Ian, I just answered a question he had about the market cap rankings.  Yes,
all ICOs moving forward.

Sincerely,
Gliss

On Tue, Oct 13, 2015 at 11:32 AM, Mark Lyford <mark@lyfordoffice.com> wrote:
OK but as you can imagine the article here and CMC pulling Banx from the market cap makes it look like all the crap he is saying
in that is true. 

http://coinjournal.net/ponzi-accusations-fly-as-banxshares-is-set-to-be-removed-from-coinmarketcap-rankings/

So I can put it as part of my official response can you please confirm it is all ICOs and not just banx?

 Regards

Mark Lyford
CEO, The Lyford Group
p:(+44) 01530 215015 | e:mark@marklyford.com | w:http://MarkLyford.com

On 13 Oct 2015, at 13:51, Gliss Ando <glissbtc@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Mark,

Today we're removing the available supply count for coins that are still undergoing an ICO for consistency.  The price will still be
tracked but market cap will not be shown.  Yes, once BANX moves to BTS it will be listed under assets.

Sincerely,
Gliss

On Tue, Oct 13, 2015 at 6:04 AM, Mark Lyford <mark@lyfordoffice.com> wrote:
Hi Gliss

Ian DeMartino says we are being removed from CMC today / tomorrow. Can you let me know the deal please. 

The last I saw from communication with Simon and yourself is that you knew we are moving to BTS and we would be listed in
the asset section once that happens. 

Please let me know asap 

Regards

Mark Lyford
CEO, The Lyford Group
p:(+44) 01530 215015 | e:mark@marklyford.com | w:http://MarkLyford.com
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